Economics
Instructor: Mr. Bradley
Office: 112 Economics
Phone: 492-8291
Office Hours: MW 3-5
Th 10-12

There will be two examinations in this course, a midterm on October twentieth and a final on December Fourteenth. The course grade will be a composite of the two examination scores using the following weights:

- Midterm 40%
- Final 60%

You are strongly encouraged to do the exercises at the end of each chapter. Chapters that are starred may be read lightly.

September
1. Chapter one
   3. Chapter one, two
   8. Chapter two, three
  10. Chapter three
  13. Chapter three, four*
  15. Chapter five
  17. Chapter five
  20. Chapter six*, seven*
  22. Chapter eight
  24. Chapter eight
  27. Chapter eight
  29. Chapter nine

October
1. Chapter nine
   4. Chapter ten
   6. Chapter eleven
  8. Chapter eleven
 11. Chapter twelve
 13. Chapter thirteen
 15. Chapter fourteen
 18. Chapter fourteen
 20. Midterm Examination
 22. Part II Introduction,
      Chapter fifteen
 25. Chapter fifteen
 27. Chapter sixteen
 29. Chapter sixteen

November
1. Review Midterm
  3. Chapter seventeen
  5. Chapter seventeen
  8. Chapter eighteen
 10. Chapter eighteen
 12. Chapter nineteen
 15. Chapter nineteen
 17. Chapter twenty
 19. Chapter twenty
 22. Chapter twenty-one
 24. Chapter twenty-one
 29. Chapter twenty-one

December
1. Chapter twenty-two
  3. Chapter twenty-two
  6. Chapter twenty-two
  8. Chapter twenty-three
 10. Chapter twenty-three

Fall '82